
ESSAY CIVIL SERVICES

Showcase your ideas on public policy and current affairs by entering our essay writing competition. We hope more and
more of students will participate in the Essay contest, which is usually based on topics of current affairs topics. One
should remember that these topics will be.

You can substantiate it through a real-life example, a statistic, an authentic committee or organisational report
etc. If you are not comfortable writing about abstract philosophical topics I am terrible at writing them , avoid
such questions. The global order: political and economic 3. Our advice would be to use simple language.
Youth is a blunder, Manhood a struggle, oldage a regret 2. What have we gained from our democratic set-up?
Disinterested intellectual curiosity is the lifeblood of civilisation. You may need to modify the structure as per
the demand of the question. Preparedness of our society for India's global leadership role. Every month,
students can choose any one topic and send their essays. But make sure your writing and analytical skills are
up to the UPSC expectations; if not, polish it. Apart from this, the following sources will help: Reading
non-fiction helps you develop a matured thought process. Need for transparency in public administration 6.
Concluding an Essay Conclusion needs to be on a futuristic, optimistic note. In the context of Gandhiji's views
on the matter, explore, on an evolutionary scale, the terms 'Swadhinata', 'Swaraj' and 'Dharmarajya'. The
Masks of New Imperialism. There should be a logical continuation from beginning to end. Credit-based higher
education system â€”status, opportunities, and challenges. Are we a 'Soft' state? Woman is God's best creation.
Urbanization is a blessing in disguise. The idea of using ornamental language to showcase your English
vocabulary may backfire at times. Please send your entries much before the Deadline to concerninfo gmail.
Globalizations and Its Impact on Indian Culture. The selected essays will be published on our website with the
name of the author. I was one of those who made these errors in the past, and it is not a coincidence that I
scored only in CSE  Statistics, examples, expert opinions and constitutional provisions are crucial and they
make your arguments authoritative. Spirituality and Scientific temper. How should a civil servant conduct
himself? Independent thinking should be encouraged right form the childhood. Apart from these, I also used a
couple of quotes of eminent persons. Evaluation of Panchayati Raj System in India from the point of view of
eradication of power to people. How far has democracy in India delivered the goods?


